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"Tom Clancy is the best there is... Blunt master."—San Francisco Chronicle

READ BY DAVID OGGEN STIERS
Two men possess vital information on Russia’s Star Wars missile defense system. One of them is CARDINAL -- America’s highest agent in the Kremlin -- and he’s about to be terminated by the KGB. The other one is the American who can save CARDINAL and lead the world to the brink of peace . . . or war. Here is author Tom Clancy’s heart-stopping masterpiece -- a riveting novel about one of the most intriguing issues of our time. --This text refers to the Paperback edition.
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Customer Reviews
Of all of Tom Clancy’s novels that I’ve either read or reread, I would think it would be difficult to sit back and say, this novel or that one is the best of them, but if forced to choose, I’d say that “The Cardinal of the Kremlin” is the best one. Contained within the pages of this novel is some of the most fluid writing that one can find in a novel from this genre. From taut political intrigue to suspenseful military action this novel scores in every area. The particularly great thing that one can anticipate and not be disappointed in when contemplating a Clancy novel, is that he covers all of the bases and leave nothing out. The scope and detail that Clancy worked into this novel is mind boggling as he sets up so many variables and then works you through to the conclusion of every one of those variables. "The Cardinal of the Kremlin" is author Tom Clancy's fourth novel overall and more importantly, the third in his "Ryanverse." One of the more important things about reading a Clancy novel is the fact that he seems to have set things up for himself rather nicely because you will find "possible" hints at where he’s going with either his next book or one down the road. You will find references to the Cardinal, throughout his previous books as well as other references in his
earlier novels that are leading to his later novels. Taut political intriguing + suspenseful military action + in depth characterizations + a plot of epic proportion = "The Cardinal of the Kremlin." The premise: "The Cardinal of the Kremlin" is so large in its scope and detail that it may be difficult to summarize the plot here, in so few words available. What drives this novel, first and foremost, is Dr. [Download to continue reading...]
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